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AbstratA `omplete' framework for =�=�� interations is presented. Theemphasis is on providing a model for  physis at all photon virtualities,inluding the diÆult transition region Q2 � m2�.
 physis is interesting in its own right, beause of the hallenges it o�ers to ourunderstanding of omplex QCD-related phenomena. In addition,  events may o�er asigni�ant bakground to other kinds of physis studies, suh as SUSY searhes. This notesummarizes the model reently presented in [1℄. It starts from the model for real photonsin [2℄, but further develops this model and extends it also to enompass the physis ofvirtual photons. The physis has been implemented in the Pythia generator [3℄, so thatomplete events an be studied under realisti onditions.A �rst step in a alulation is the ux of inoming bremsstrahlung photons. Here amahinery has been set up for the ux of transverse and longitudinal photons as a funtionof the photon virtualities Q21 and Q22 and their longitudinal momentum frations y1 and1to appear in the Proeedings of the Linear Collider Workshop 2000, Fermilab, Otober 24{28, 20002torbjorn�thep.lu.se 1



y2. Assuming isotropi azimuthal angles, W 2 an be alulated. The user an speifyuts on the range of these variables, in order to restrit the generation to interestingevents. The ux is onvoluted with �� ross setions dependent on Q21, Q22, W 2 and thepolarization states. Beamstrahlung involves only real photons, and is thereby onsiderablysimpler. With the ux of suh photons given by some external program, already the oldermahinery an over this ase.Photon interations are ompliated sine the photon wave funtion ontains so manyomponents, eah with its own interations. To �rst approximation, it may be subdividedinto a diret and a resolved part. (In higher orders, the two parts an mix, so one has toprovide sensible physial separations between the two.) In the former the photon ats as apointlike partile, while in the latter it utuates into hadroni states. These utuationsare of O(�em), and so orrespond to a small fration of the photon wave funtion, butthis is ompensated by the bigger ross setions allowed in strong-interation proesses.For real photons therefore the resolved proesses dominate the total ross setion, whilethe pointlike ones take over for virtual photons.The utuations  ! qq (! ) an be haraterized by the transverse momentumk? of the quarks, or alternatively by some mass sale m ' 2k?, with a spetrum ofutuations / dk2?=k2?. The low-k? part annot be alulated perturbatively, but isinstead parameterized by experimentally determined ouplings to the lowest-lying vetormesons, V = �0, !0, �0 and J= , an ansatz alled VMD for Vetor Meson Dominane.Parton distributions are de�ned with a unit momentum sum rule within a utuation [4℄,giving rise to total hadroni ross setions, jet ativity, multiple interations and beamremnants as in hadroni interations. In interations with a hadron or another resolvedphoton, jet prodution ours by typial parton-sattering proesses suh as qq0 ! qq0 orgg! gg.States at larger k? are alled GVMD or Generalized VMD, and their ontributionsto the parton distribution of the photon are alled anomalous. Given a dividing linek0 ' 0:5 GeV to VMD states, the anomalous parton distributions are perturbativelyalulable. The total ross setion of a state is not, however, sine this involves aspets ofsoft physis and eikonalization of jet rates. Therefore an ansatz is hosen where the totalross setion of a state sales like k2V =k2?, where the adjustable parameter kV � m�=2 forlight quarks. The spetrum of GVMD states is taken to extend over a range k0 < k? < k1,where k1 is identi�ed with the p?min(s) ut-o� of the perturbative jet spetrum in hadroniinterations, p?min(s) � 1:5 GeV at typial energies [3℄. Above that range, the states areassumed to be suÆiently weakly interating that no eikonalization proedure is required,so that ross setions an be alulated perturbatively without any reourse to Pomeronphenomenology. There is some arbitrariness in that hoie, and some simpli�ations arerequired in order to obtain a manageable desription.A real diret photon in a p ollision an interat with the parton ontent of the proton:q ! qg (QCD Compton) and g ! qq (Boson Gluon Fusion). The p? in this ollision istaken to exeed k1, in order to avoid double-ounting with the interations of the GVMDstates. In , the equivalent situation is alled single-resolved (or diret�resolved), wherea diret photon interats with the partoni omponent of the other, resolved photon. The diret (or diret�diret) proess  ! qq has no orrespondene in p.The spae of  proesses thus is three-dimensional, with axes given by the k?1, k?2and p? sales. Here eah k?i is a measure of the virtuality of a utuation of a photon, andp? orresponds to the most virtual rung on the ladder between the two photons, possiblyexepting the endpoint k?i ones. So, to �rst approximation, the oordinates along the2



k?i axes determine the haraters of the interating photons while p? determines theharater of the interation proess. Double ounting should be avoided by trying toimpose a onsistent lassi�ation. Thus, for instane, p? > k?i with k?1 < k0 andk0 < k?2 < k1 gives a hard interation between a VMD and a GVMD photon, whilek?1 > p? > k?2 with k?1 > k1 and k?2 < k0 is a single-resolved proess (diret�VMD;with p? now in the parton distribution evolution).If the photon is virtual, it has a redued probability to utuate into a vetor mesonstate, and this state has a redued interation probability. This an be modelled by atraditional dipole fator (m2V =(m2V +Q2))2 for a photon of virtuality Q2, where mV ! 2k?for a GVMD state. Putting it all together, the ross setion of the GVMD setor thensales like Z k21k20 dk2?k2? k2Vk2?  4k2?4k2? +Q2!2 : (1)For a virtual photon the DIS proess �q ! q is also possible, but by gauge invarianeits ross setion must vanish in the limit Q2 ! 0. At large Q2, the single-resolvedproesses an be onsidered as the O(�s) orretion to the lowest-order DIS proess, butthe single-resolved ones survive for Q2 ! 0. There is no unique presription for a properombination at all Q2, but we have attempted an approah that gives the proper limitsand minimizes double-ounting. For large Q2, the DIS � ross setion is proportionalto the struture funtion F 2 (x;Q2) with the Bjorken x = Q2=(Q2 +W 2). Sine normalparton distribution parameterizations are frozen below some Q0 sale and therefore donot obey the gauge invariane ondition, an ad ho fator (Q2=(Q2 +m2�))2 is introduedfor the onversion from the parameterized F 2 (x;Q2) to a ��DIS:��DIS '  Q2Q2 +m2�!2 4�2�emQ2 F 2 (x;Q2) = 4�2�emQ2(Q2 +m2�)2 Xq;q e2q xq(x;Q2) : (2)Here m� is some non-perturbative hadroni mass parameter, for simpliity identi�ed withthe � mass.In order to avoid double-ounting between DIS and single-resolved events, a require-ment p? > max(k1; Q) is imposed on the latter. In the remaining DIS ones, denoted lowestorder (LO) DIS, thus p? < Q. This would suggest a subdivision ��LODIS = ��DIS � ��1�res,with ��DIS given by eq. (2) and ��1�res by the perturbative matrix elements. In the limitQ2 ! 0, the DIS ross setion is now onstruted to vanish while the diret is not, sothis would suggest ��LODIS < 0. However, here we expet the orret answer not to be anegative number but an exponentially suppressed one, by a Sudakov form fator. Thismodi�es the ross setion:��LODIS = ��DIS � ��1�res �! ��DIS exp ���1�res��DIS ! : (3)Sine we here are in a region where the DIS ross setion is no longer the dominant one,this hange of the total DIS ross setion is not essential.The spae of �� proesses is now �ve-dimensional: Q1, Q2, k?1, k?2 and p?. Asbefore, an e�ort is made to avoid double-ounting, by having a unique lassi�ation ofeah region in the �ve-dimensional spae. Some double-ounting remain in the region oflarge x � Q2=(Q2 +W 2), where an ad ho suppression fator (1 � x)3 is introdued forthe resolved omponents. 3



In total, our ansatz for �� interations at all Q2 ontains 13 omponents: 9 whentwo VMD, GVMD or diret photons interat, as is already allowed for real photons, plusa further 4 where a `DIS photon' from either side interats with a VMD or GVMD one.With the label resolved used to denote VMD and GVMD, one an write���tot (W 2; Q21; Q22) = ���DIS�res exp � ���dir�res���DIS�res!+ ���dir�res+ ���res�DIS exp � ���res�dir���res�DIS!+ ���res�dir (4)+ ���dir�dir +  W 2Q21 +Q22 +W 2!3 ���res�resMost of the 13 omponents in their turn have a ompliated internal struture, as we haveseen.An important note is that the Q2 dependene of the DIS and diret photon interationsis implemented in the matrix element expressions, i.e. in proesses suh as �� ! qqor �q ! qg the photon virtuality expliitly enters. This is di�erent from VMD/GVMD,where dipole fators are used to redue the total ross setions and the assumed ux ofpartons inside a virtual photon relative to those of a real one, but the matrix elementsthemselves ontain no dependene on the virtuality either of the partons or of the photonitself. Typially results are obtained with the SaS 1D PDF's for the virtual transversephotons [4℄, sine these are well mathed to our framework, e.g. allowing a separationof the VMD and GVMD/anomalous omponents. Parton distributions of virtual longi-tudinal photons are by default given by some Q2-dependent fator times the transverseones. The new set by Ch�yla [5℄ allows more preise modelling here, but �rst indiationsare that many studies will not be sensitive to the detailed shape.Some �rst studies with this new framework look promising [6℄, but muh further workremains to assess its usefulness.Referenes[1℄ C. Friberg and T. Sj�ostrand, Eur. Phys. J. C13, 151 (2000); JHEP 09, 10 (2000);Phys. Lett. B492, 123 (2000).[2℄ G.A. Shuler and T. Sj�ostrand, Phys. Lett. B300, 169 (1993); Nul. Phys. B407, 539(1993); Z. Phys. C73, 677 (1997).[3℄ T. Sj�ostrand, P. Ed�en, C. Friberg, L. L�onnblad, G. Miu, S. Mrenna and E. Norrbin,LU TP 00{30 [hep-ph/0010017℄, to appear in Computer Phys. Commun.[4℄ G.A. Shuler and T. Sj�ostrand, Z. Phys. C68, 607 (1995); Phys. Lett. B376, 193(1996).[5℄ J. Ch�yla, Phys. Lett. B488, 289 (2000).[6℄ T. Alderweireld, �S. Todorovova and P. Verdier, DELPHI 2000-163 PHYS 878.
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